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In the present note we prove a theorem relating sets meeting all positive circuits 
in an oriented matroid to sign reversals destroying all positive circuits. 
Definitions and properties of oriented matroids used in this note may be found 
in [2]. For the reader's convenience we recall briefly the main ones: 
A signed set X is a set partitioned into two distinguished parts: a positive part 
X ÷ and a negative part X-. The opposite -X  of X is defined by ( -X )  += X-  and 
( -X ) -= X +. Given a signed set X and a set A we denote by A X the subset 
obtained from X by reversing signs on A, defined by (XX)+= 
(X+\A)O(X-  AA)  and (-x X ) -=(X- \A)U(X+ AA).  
A collection ~ of signed subsets of a (finite) set E constitutes the signed circuits 
of an oriented matroicl M on E if the following properties are satisfied: 
(1) 0~' .  
(2) X~ implies -X~;  X, Ye~ and X_  Y as sets imply X= Yor  X=-Y  
as signed sets. 
(3) (signed elimination property) for all X~ Y~ ~, X¢-Y ,  and e E X+A Y- 
there is Z ~ ~ such that Z + ~_ (X + O Y+)\{e} and Z-  = (X- O Y-)\{e}. 
Basic examples of oriented matroids are obtained from cycles or cocycles of 
directed graphs, and more generally from vector spaces over ordered fields (see 
[2]). 
We say that a signed circuit X of an oriented matroid M is positive if X -= O. 
An oriented matroid without positive circuits is said acyclic. 
Given any A ~_ E if ~ is the collection of signed circuits of an oriented matroid 
on E then clearly A ¢7 = { X X : X ~ ¢~} is also the collection of signed circuits of an 
oriented matroid on E. We denote this oriented matroid by X M. We say that ~ M 
is obtained from M by sign reversal on A. In the case of graphs, this operation 
amounts to reverse the directions of all edges in the set A. 
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Theorem 1. Let M be an oriented matroid without loops and let A be a set of 
elements of M. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) A meets every positive circuit of M and is inclusion-minimal with this 
property; 
(ii) ~ M is acyclic and A is inclusion-minimal with this property. 
Proof. We prove first that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that A meets every positive 
circuit of M and is inclusion-minimal with this property but z M is not acyclic. 
There is a signed circuit C of M such that C+___ E \ A and C-c  A, and we may 
suppose C chosen such that [C-I is minimal. Note that C -¢  ~, since A meets all 
positive circuits. By the minimality of A for each e s A there is a positive circuit 
Xe of M such that Xe N A = {e}. Let e e C-. We have X, ~ -C  since M has no 
loops. Hence by the elimination property there is a circuit C' of M such that 
C '÷ ~_ (C ÷ t.J X~)\{e} and C'- ~ (C- tJ X~-)\{e}. We have thus C '÷ ~_ E \A  and C'- ~_ 
A. Hence a contradiction with the choice of C, since Ic'-I<lc-I (we have 
C ' -~ C-\{e}). Furthermore A is inclusion-minimal with the property ~M 
acyclic since for each e e AXe is positive in A~,~ M. 
Conversely (ii) implies (i). Clearly if ~ M is acyclic A meets every positive 
circuit of M. Suppos'~e A inclusion-minimal with the property ~ M acyclic. If A is 
not inclusion-minimal with the property A meets every positive circuit of M, 
4 
there is A 'c  A inclusion-minimal with this property. By the above proof X-, M is 
acyclic, contradicting the minimality of A. 
The particular case of Theorem 1 when M is the oriented cycle matroid of a 
directed graph is a theorem of Dambit and Grinberg [3]: in a directed graph 
without loops, the minimum number of edges one has to reverse in order to get an 
acyclic graph is equal to the minimum cardinality of a set of edges meeting all 
directed circuits. 
Similarly in the case when M is the oriented cocycle matroid of a directed graph 
we have: in a connected irected graph without isthmuses the minimum number of 
edges one has to reverse in order to get a strongly connected graph is equal to the 
minimum cardinality of a set of edges meeting all directed cocircuits. A direct proof 
of this property is given in [1]. 
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